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Models of individual and collective managerial activities are pro
posed. The model of an individual deals with productive and con
sumptive activities, as well as savings, which are constrained by 
financial balance and disposable time resources. The individual is 
assigning time to activities in such a way that his utility is max
imum. Under assumptions formulated unique op~imum individual 
and collective strategies, which take into account competition from 
other individuals or organizations, can be explicitly derived. They 
are Pareto optimal, efficient and stable (called effective). 

Possible applications of proposed methods for negotiations and 
decision support systems are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

From the descriptive point of view a large part of human decisions is concerned 
with allocation of time and capital resources to different actions or activities. 

The decisions of participation in these activities are taken under certainty or -
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on the basis of imperfect information regarding the future state of the world, 

as well as - the incomplete knowledge of individual or collective preferences or 

utilities. 

The normative approach, which is the essence of modern decision and utility 

theory rests on the belief that there are rational people who act or want to act 

accordingly to the given goals or utilities. This belief is expressed, e.g. in the 

concept of" economic man" originated by J. Bentham and J. Mill. 
It is believed also that rational people prefer to rely on theory when inconsis

tency of theory and intuition is detected in their activities. Such inconsistencies 

may happen e.g . in gambling, insuranc~ etc. The famous Allais paradox is an 

example. Mac Crimmon [9] reported e.g. that when he has presented problems 

of the kind devised by Allais to upper-middle-level executives his subjects re

garded most of the deviations from theory as mistakes and were ready to correct 

them if given the opportunity. 

The belief that theory may correct intuition and improve the process of 

decision making is encouraging for people who are engaged in modelling and 

constructing decision support systems. However, there is a lack of formalized 

models in many branches of social sciences, which could be applied and im

plemented by computerized support systems. The vast area of management of 

organizations, in particular, is dominated by descriptive models mostly. 

For that reason in the present paper an attempt has been made to construct 

formalized models of individual and collective behaviour suitable for decision 

making and computerized decision support implementation. 

The models employ some concepts developed by G.S . Becker (1] and M.D. In

triligator [2, 3] and are based on a number of assumptions concerning existerice of 

utilities. It is shown that for each model a unique strategy, which is cooperative 

(Pareto optimal) stable and efficient (called effective), exists. The effectiveness 

is understood here as an ultimate standard against which the management can 

be evaluated. 

An interesting feature of the theory presented is that effective strategies can 

be explicitly derived in many cases and they do not depend on the analytic form 

of individual utilities. 

The concrete examples of application of proposed models, for negotiation 

and decision support systems, are given. 
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2. Models of Individual Activities 

The present section is concerned with the behaviour of an individual who is a 

producer, acting also on the market, where he can sell the outcome Y of his pro

ductive activity, buy the (necessary for production) capital [{and buy consump

tion goods and services (the behaviour of an individual with income obtained by 

employment or by investing capital will be studied later) . Much research in that 

direction (see [1]) was done by the so called "household economists". Since in 

the present paper one is interested in decision making a rather relatively simple 

model of household has been used. 

The individual's net income becomes 

(1) 

where <I>(Tp, K) -production function, Tp -working time, p- product price, 

wx --capital price. This income should be balanced with consumption cost 1rTc 
( ~ssumed proportional to consumption time Tc) and savings S : 

I = S + 1rTc = S + 1r(T - Tp), (2) 

where T - given individual's time resource. 

It is natural to assume the production function to be "constant return to 

scale" (otherwise one could increase outcome by changing scale of units, e.g 

replacing 1$ by 100 cents and 1h. by 60 min). Then production function can 

be rewritten 

I< 
u = 

Tp 
(3) 

where</;(·), called time productivity, is assumed to be strictly concave, increas

ing, </; (0) = 0. 

The individual's first objective is to find such u = il, which maximizes his 

consumption + savings function: 

Due to strict concavity of ~( 1.f) a unique optimum value it exists and can be 

derived by solving e.g. ~'(u) = ~· . 
For example, when <I> is Cobb- Douglas, i .e. <f;(u) = j3ua, 0 <a< 1, j3 > 0; 

one gets 

(4) 
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With (p, Wk, 1r, s) given exogeneously and production function </J( u), the in

dividual's strategy of allocation of time T between production and consumption 

can be predetermined. Indeed, by (1)- (3) one gets 

1rT+ S PT- S 
Tp = 7r + p , Tc = T- Tp = 7r + p , (5) 

where 

The necessary capital endowment for production becomes 

I<= uTp . 

According to (5) when the individual observes that his consumption is too 

low (high) he can reduce (increase) the value of S. 
In the more general model one gets a number (m) of alternative activities 

Aj, j = 1, ... ,m, to choose from, which can 'be classified as productive or con

sumptive. In order to explain the choice mechanism an assumption is needed. 

AsSUMPTION 1 (EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES) To each activity taking place 

within the time T and yielding }j the individual attaches the value of Bj = .;i, 
Vj. 

Since by (3) the outcomes }j = pj'Fj </J( Uj ), the Bj coefficients can be re

garded as product of : market price Pi, time productivity bi = </J( Uj ), and the 

individuJJ?s choice coefficient ai = 'Fj/T, Lj aj = 1, i.e. Bj = ajbjpj, Vj. 

The ai coefficients can be regarded as the individual's willingness to spend 

the part aj T of total time resource T on the alternative Aj (when Pi, bi are 

ignored). They can be also regarded as attractiveness measure of Aj. 

Generally, the modelling of choice coefficients is not easy. A possible ap

proach (see [3]) is to evaluate separately each alternative Aj from the point of 

view of a given criterion. When there is a set of n criteria given one gets a table 

A of numbers a;i, i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , m: 

I>ij = 1, a;j 2 0, Vi,j 
j 

For evaluation of the relative importance of each criterion the weight vector 

w g (wl, ... ,w;, ... ,wn), w; > 0, 'r/i, L;Wi = 1 is introduced. Then, the 
6 

preference vector a = ( a 1 , ... , ai, ... , am) becomes: 
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a= wA,_ 

where 

n 

a; = L w;a;;, 'Vj. 
i=l 
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(6) 

(7) 

The relation (6) (7) can be also used in probabilistic choice model where the 

numbers aj should be regarded as probabilities (see [3]), while Yj = a;p;b;T, 
'Vj- the expected outcomes. 

It should be noted that in (7) all the criteria contribute to a; in the additive 

form. As a result the model does not explain the rejection mechanism. When 

e.g one regards prices Pi or b; as criteria the activity should be rejected when 

Pi = 0, or bj = 0 (e.g. due to individual's illness). For that reason one as

sumes here B; = ai b; Pi rather than B; = a;, with extended number of criteria 

(incorporating prices .and time productivities). 

EXAMPLE 1 Consider the problem of finding attractiveness of three locations 

for vacations using three criteria: sightseeing, social & cultural life and enter

tainment. Assume the weight vector w = (0.4, 0.3, 0.3) and 

( 

0.5 0.4 

A= 0.1 0.7 

0.3 0.1 

By (6) (7) one gets a = (0.32, 0.40, 0.28). 

0.1 ) 
0.2 . 

0.6 

It should be noted that in practical situations it may be difficult to derive 

B; coefficients by formal analysis only. It is possible that people know (from 

experience mostly) how large outcome one can expect using 1j units of time for 

a concrete action or activity. 

After determining B; the next important problem is to find time-allocation 

strategy x ~ (x1, ... , xm) E Em, which maximizes individual's utility function 

U(x). It is natural to assume that for a single activity with outcome Yj the 

utility is a function F(x;, Yj ). For a program composed of several activities the 

additive, with respect to F(x;, Yj ), form of utility seems to be most appropri

ate. Since utility should not depend on change of units of measurements the 

"constant return to scale" form ofF, i.e. Yj 1( V;) can be also used. 
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ASSUMPTION 2 (EVALUATION OF UTILITY) The individual evaluates the utility 

of a program of activities by the formula 

m 

U(x) = L)if(;), Yj = BjT, 't/j, 
j=l ) 

(8) 

where f(z) is strictly concave, differentiable and f'( z ) > 0 (i.e. f is increasing 

along with z). 

It should be ()bserved that strict concavity of f can be also interpreted 

as "risk averse" attitude of the individual (a person is called risk averse if 

consequence (x1 + X2)/2 is preferred to a lottery yielding either X1 or X2 each 

with probability of 0.5). 

DEFINITION 1 The time allocation strategy x = x, is called optimum when 

U(x) = max U(x), 
xEO 

(9) 

where 
m 

n = {xi 1 2::> i ~ r, x j ~ o, v j}. 
j=l 

ASSERTION 1 (EXISTENCE OF OPTIMUM STRATEGY) Under AssuTI};ptions 1, 2 

the optimum, unique strategy 

, BiT 
Xj =B ' 

exists, and 

't/j, 

U(x) = BT/[1/ B], 

(10) 

(11) 

PROOF: Since f is strictly concave inn and/'(·)> 0, 't/j there is no stationary 

point inn. The constraints Xj ~ 0, 't/j are not active, i.e. the necessary (Kuhn

Tucker) conditions of optimality: Yjf'(-):r ~ 0, XjYjf'(-),;, = 0, Xj ~ 0, 't/j, do 

not hold for Xj = 0, 't/j . Then the only active constraint is 

(12) 

As a result the problem boils down to standard Lagrange technique with 

equality constraints (12) and the necessary conditions of optimality become 
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dU = f' [xi] _ A = O, 'Vj 
dxj }j 

(13) 

where A - Lagrange multiplier. 

Obviously the stn~tegy (10) is the unique strategy that satisfies (12) and 

. (13). Indeed, setting (10) in (13) one gets 

f' [~ J = f' [! J = const, 'Vj. 

Setting (10) in (8) one gets (11) . • 
It should be observed that x does not depend on the individual form of utility 

function f. Observe that assumption of strict concavity is essential here. When 

f is linear, i.e. f( u) = f3u, f3· = const; the total time resources are assigned to 

the activity j = j 0 with the largest value of Bj: i.e. Bj 0 = maxi Bj. 

It should be also noted that strategy (10) assigns time resources to the 

continuous (in time) activities . The discrete actions, which are indivisible in 

time,. require the fixed time Tj as well as ilj1j units of capital, and they do not 

take part in optimization. 

After removing the discrete, obligatory or routine activities (from the total 

set of activities) the individual is left with a disposable T of resources and a 

number of optional activities which require making choices or decisions. The 

following example illustrates how such a decision is made in the case of vacations 

planning process. 

EXAMPLE 2 Find allocation of vacation time T among three locations ( witb 

preferences derived in Example 1) and costs equal 11'; = 11' $/ day, i = 1, 2, 3. 

Assume also the time productivities of services at these locations to be: 

b1 = 0.4b, b2 = 0.35b, b3 = 0.25b, respectively, 

b - the average time productivity of tourist services. 

By (10) one gets 

X"1
. -- 1)· = aj bj T wJ·, where a - 0 32 a - 0 40 a ~ 0 28 '\"' > V 1-, , 2-. , 3-, . 

L..,j aj bj 

The optimum allocation of time intervals become 

T1 = 0.38T, T2 = 0.41T, T3 = 0.21T, 
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It should be noted that the model studied so far was constructed for an indi

vidual living out of his productive labour. It is, however, possible to construct 

a similar model for the individual living out of capital J( (invested in different 

activities). 

For that purpose one should replace Assumption 1 by Assumption 1' which 

to each activity with outcome }j attaches a value, Bj = }j I J(, V j. In other 

words the roles of working time and capital resources are presently reversed. 

Since the outcome }j can be written also }j = PiKi~(vj), Vj = T;/Ki = 
ffj 1

, Vj, the coefficients Bj can be regarded as product of Pi, capital produc

tivities bj = ~( Vj) and individual choice coefficient 'iij = Kj I J(, Lj 'iij = 1, 

Vj. 

Then, replacing (8) by 

m 

U(z) = LYif(i ), }j = BJK, Vj, 
j=l J 

where j( ·) is strictly concave, increasing, 

z ~ { z1, ... , Zm} E Em - capital allocation strategy; 

and defining z: 

one gets 

U(z) = ma.xU(z), 
zen 

fl={zj I LZJ ..S:K,zj ?::O,'v'j} 
j 

U(z) = BK/[1/B]. 

The working-time endowments necessary for production become 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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3. Risky Actions and L~tteries 

So far the outcomes of the actions were regarded as deterministic . In many 

cases the outcomes }j, V j, are accomplished with ·certain, known probabilities 

qt, ... , q;, .. . , qm, q; ~ 0, Li q; :::: 1. The decision maker finds out that accom

plishment of an outcome is equivalent to gambling at a lottery. The lottery can 

be imagined as a circle with unit circumference subdivided into arcs of lengths 

q1, ... , qm and a "fair" pointer which spins around. When it comes a stop in 

the arc of length qj the price fj is the outcome. 

When using the lottery model to study risky actions one is using it only once 

and the outcome indicates a single alternative chosen. Contrary to the approach 

used in Section 2, where Assumption 2 postulates the existence of utility, in the 

case of lottery the utility is not postulated but it is proven, under a number of 

assumptions, that utility exists. 

Following Von Neumann's and Morgenstern's axiomatic theory of utility 

many researchers introduce a number of axioms or assumptions. For example, 

Luce and Raiffa [8] introduce 5 assumptions concerned with: 1. ordering of 

alternatives, 2. reduction of compound lotteries, 3. continuity of alternatives, 

4. substitutability of lotteries, 5. transitivity among lotteries. Under these as

sumptions they have proved that a real valued utility function U exists. 

Specifically, for an ordered set of outcomes 

they find number Uj, such that U(Y;):::: 1, U(}j):::: Uj, 1 < j <m, U{Ym):::: 1, 

and 
m 

U(ql Y1, q2Y2,. · · , qmYm):::: L qjUj 
j=l 

(17) 

The function U is invariant under positive linear transformations. Thus the 

theorem guarantees that whenever the assumptions hold, there exists a utility 

function preserving order and satisfying the expectation principle: the utility of 

a lottery equals expected utility of its outcomes. 

An interesting problem is to derive time-allocation strategy for continuous 

activities, regarded as repeated discrete, risky actions, by using a lottery. One 

can imagine, e.g. in a "thought experiment", that the total timeT is divided into 

small n subintervals t::.T:::: T fn. For each subinterval the lottery is run to choose 

one out of m alternatives with the outcomes }j :::: bjpjT, and probabilities aj 
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each . When the pointer comes to rest at the j-th arc (with the length aj) 
. f h f n; n -f),.T T(n) (n) d . h l" . nj times out o n, t e requency --;:;- = ~ = --?y- = aj , an m t e Imit 

I . (n) v· 
lilln-+oo aj = aj, J. 

In order to compare the utility (8) (in deterministic case) with the corre

sponding utility U obtained with the lottery model observe that when U(}j) = 
bjpjTf[l/ B ], according to (17), one gets 

[! = lim ~ a(n)U(}j) = ~ aibipiTf[1/B] = BTJ[1 / B ] = U. 
n-too L...., J L..,; 

j j 

It should be noted that assuming formally a)n) ---+ aj where aj are obtained 

by the "criteria weighting" method (6) (7) requires additional assumptions. 

As follows from paper [3] by Intriligator the axioms called: 1. Existence of 

Individual Probabilities, 2. Unanimity Preserving for a. Loser, 3. Strict and 

Weighted Sensitivities toProbability for Each Criterion are here appropriate. 

It should be also noted that the Assumption 2 (reduction of compound 

lotteries) of Luce and Raiffa requires that the separate actions which create 

activity, should be regarded as "statistically independent". 

4. Model with Competition 

In the model studied in Section 2 one did not take into account the impact of the 

competition (i.e. the impact of other individuals attempting to accomplish the 

same actions at the same time) . For example, in the case oftourism n individuals 

may try to get access to the common system of m services Sj, j = 1, ... , m, such 

as hotels, restaurants, theaters etc. having limited capacities Cj (e.g. number 

of rooms or seats x days or hours). · 

When the capacity Cj is less then demand L:v X 11 j, Vj, where Xij - demand 

claimed by the i-th individual for service at Sj, a part of demand is not satisfied. 

As a result queues, conflicts and discomfort among the demanders follow. In 

oth~r words due to competition the utility of each individual decreases. The 

main problem, therefore, is that of defining utility with competition and finding 

access strategies Xij = Xij, Vi, j, which maximize utility in the admissible sets: 

n; = {x;j 1 I:xij :::; T;, x;j ~ o, Vi , J}, Vi 
j 

where T; - given individual t ime resources. 

(18) 
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When dealing with competition it is necessary to define a measure of access 

M;, say W; [Cj, (Lv Xvj ) - 1 ], which is an increasing function of Cj and decreasing 

along with demand Lv Xvj· 

Assuming that measure to be "constant return to scale" one can write 

M; = Cj w i ( L Cj . ) ' 
v XvJ 

(19) 

where Cj = Cj C, C- total capacity of the system, Lj Cj = 1. 

It is natural to assume that /;, W; functions should enter in the resulting 

formula for utility, in the multiplicative form (when the accomplishment of an 

activity due to competition is impossible the resulting utility must be zero). In 

the same way as in Assumption 2 one can assume an additive form of evaluation 

of a program of activities. 

AsSUMPTION 3 (EVALUATION OF UTILITY WITH COMPETITION) Jn the presence 

of competition the individual evaluates a program of activities by the formula: 

Vi, (20) 

where Bj = ajbjpjCj, f;(-), W;(·) are strictly concave, differentiable and 

l!grad U;(x;) ll > 0, Vi. 

A simple example of U; ( x;) is the expected number of successful demanders 

(i.e. people who have accomplished access when supply is less than demand): 

U;(x;) = t CjXij ' Vi. 
j =l Lv Xvj 

(21) 

When Cj < Lv Xvj, the Cj / Lv Xvj can be regarded as probability of access 

to Sj . 

In a way similar to that used in Assertion 1 one can prove the following 

Assertion 2. 

AssERTION 2 (EXISTENCE OF COMPET'ITION STRATEGIEs) Under Assumption 3 

the unique set of optimum strategies, maximizing (20) in fl;: 

x;i =iT;, B = LBi, Vi,j 
j 

exists, and 

(22) 
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U;(x;) = BCT;/;(l/ B)IV; (~~v), Vi. (23) 

PROOF: One has to maximize n functionals U;(x;), defined on the fl; sets of 

m-dimensional vector space' Em. 

Since the partial derivatives 

(24) 

exist and the llgrad U;(x;)ll > 0, Vi, there is no stationary point in fl; . Since 

the constraints Xij ~ 0; Vi, j are not active (i.e. the Kuhn-Tucker conditions do 

not hold for Xij = 0, Vi, j) the only active constraints remain 

L::: Xjj = T;' Vi. 
j 

(25) 

As a result the problem can be solved by Lagrange multipliers technique. In 

other words one has to prove that for each index j and Xij = Xij, Vi 

(26) 

where A; a number (the same for all j). 
It can be easily checked that for strategies (22) conditions (25) (26) hold. 

Due to strict concavity of U;(x;) in fl;, Vi, these strategies are unique. • 

It should be noted that Xij Vi, j do not depend on the particular forms 

of individual utilities f;(-), IV;(·) Vi. These strategies are cooperative (Pareto 

optimal) what means that nobody, from all the competing individuals, can 

increase his utility by departing from his optimal strategy: It is believed that 

cooperativeness contributes much to reaching a consensus in case the access 

induced c'onflicts arise. 

It should be also noted that "increasing of /;(-)IV";(-) condition" is essential. 

As shown in [5, 6], when one drops it unstable strategies may follow. Such 

a situation happens when IV;(-) is decreasing fast (so U; loses concavity) and 

the equality constraints (25) are enforced. 

EXAMPLE 3 Consider "n-individuals X two services" model with equality con

straint for i-th individual, i.e. 

Xjl + Xj2 = T;, Xil, Xj2 ~ 0. (27) 
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Introduce simpler notation: 

and assume 

6. Xjt 
Xi=--, X;2 = (1- X;)T; 

T; 

U;(x;) = a;1x;\lf;(x;) + a;2(1- x;)\lf;(1- x;), 

where 
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(28) 

Observe that for r > 1 the function ifJ; = x;W;(x;) attains a single maximum 

for 

n T. 
x; = (r-1)- 1 "x,_!:. 

L....J T .. 
,~; . 

In Fig 1. the function (28) for r = 3 L~# x,~ = 0.2 is shown. For 

Ujt = a;2 the U;(x;) has two equal peak values, for xl and xr respectively. 

In the case of r = 1 and a; 1 = a;2 the optimum strategy is x; = 1/2. For 

r = 3 that strategy becomes unstable. Indeed, when a;tfa;2 increases slightly 

the optimum strategy becomes x; = x} while for slightly decreased ailfa;2 

the strategy jumps to x; = x[. In other words, when a;J/a; 2 approaches 1 

a bifurcation of optimal strategies occurs. Obviously the bifurcations make it 

impossible to reach a stable program of activities what can be disastrous for an 

individual (an old story of a donkey, who has starved to death because he could 

not make his mind as to eat barley or oats, is an example). 

Obviously the problem can be stabilized at an expense of resigning from part 

of disposable resources. (i.e. an efficiency) by decreasing T; in (27) to the value 
- 1 2 T; $X; +X;. 

It should be also noted that unstable processes may follow, as well, in models 

without competition but with /0 having a maximum point within n set. Such 

a situation may happen when the consumption time is taking too much out of 

individual time resources (compare [7]). 
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DEFINITION 2 The individuals are called efficient when they employ all the dis

posable resources T;, i.e . 
m 

LX;j=T;, Vj. 
j=l 

They are called effective when in addition Xij strategies are cooperative and 

stable. 

The Assertion 2 shows that under Assumption 3 a unique set of effective. 

strategies exists. 
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5. Model of Organizations 

By an organization one understands here a voluntary collective of individuals 

with a chosen leader who is making decisions in the name of collective. The 

leader is also organi:ting (i.e . directing implementation of decisions) and award

ing individuals (out of organization income). In the model studied there is n 

organizations given with N;, i = 1, ... , n, individuals· each. 

The utilities of the individuals are of the form (20), i.e . 

where 

Bjl = ailbjCjpj, Vl,j , B1 = L Bjl · 
j 

Each individual has an admissible set of activities 

oil = { x;1j 1 L xilj ~ Til, x;,i 2: o, Vi, l, j} 
j 

(29) 

It is assumed that the leader (as an individual) possesses the utility of th3 

form (20) but instead of personal he uses the collective, aggregated resources 

and is motivated by the aggregated preferences. Constructing the model of 

organization, in such a way, one avoids a difficult problem of assigning utilities 

to organizations. 

AsSUMPTION 4 (AGGREGATION OF INDIVIDUAL RESOURCES AND PREFERENCES) 

The leaders of organizations, evaluating the programs of activities, use the utility 

(20) with the aggregated resources 

N; 

'ii = L r;,, Vi 
1= 1 

and averaged preferences 

When the individual time-resources are equal 1i1 = 'fi, Vli 

- N · 
B i _ 1 t Bil 
[3 - N; B, 

1= 1 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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It should be observed that assumptions (31) or (32) require a democratic 

form of management. The leader should be equally sensitive to individual pre

ferences IJ/,1 
, Vij within the organization. 

In the case of probabilistic model Assumption 4 should be supported by 

additional set of axioms. When e.g. bj Pi Cj =const V j the formula (32) can be 

written as 

(33) 

and the leader's problem boils down to the social choice problem. The last is that 

of obtaining a rule which uses the individual probabilities ail to determine the 

social probabilities aj. As shown by M .D. Intriligator [3] such a rule, satisfying 

the axioms: 1. existence of social probabilities, 2. unanimity preserving for a 

loser, 3. strict and equal sensitivity to individual probabilities; exists and is 

given by (33). 

When studying organizations it is also necessary to assume that individuals 

have an interest in joining the organization. 

AssUMPTION 5 (JOINING ORGANIZATION) The individual will join an organiza

tion when it ensures him accomplishment of a program of activities with bigger 

savings (than he could earn acting individually). 

In particular, the individual's wage Wj for 1h of work at j-th activity should 

be not less than the net income the individual could earn as a producer, i.e. 

Wj 2: Pibi(uj)Cj- wkuj. For that reason the Bjl coefficients in (29) can be 

written in the form including wages, i.e. 

(34) 

DEFINITION 3 The leaders are called efficient when they employ all the aggre

gated resources i.e. 

N; 

Xij = LXi/j, Vi,j 
1=1 

(35) 

They are called effective when they are efficient and their strategies are co

operative and sta ble. 

ASSERTION 3 (EXISTENCE OF EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES) Under Assumption 4 
the unique set of optimum, effrr-tive strategies 
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- Bilr, B ~B 
Xilj = Bl il, I= L-J jl, 

j 

where T;, Bj are defined by {30} {31}; 

exists, and 

- - - ( BC ) U;(x;) = BCT;/;(1/ B)'lt; --- , 
Lv Tv 
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(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Vi . (39) 

PROOF: By (27) and Assertion 2 there exists a unique set of individual effective 

strategies Xilj, Vi/j, as well as the leaders optimum strategy Xij, Vij expressed 

by (37) (36) respectively. 

It remains to prove that these strategies are efficient. Indeed, by (37) and 

(31) one gets 

~ - ~ Bj I Bj ~ -
L-J Xilj = L-J BT;I = iJ L-J 7il 

I I I I 

Since 2:::1 'ii1 = T;, by (36) one obtains 

N; 

I: xili = x;j, Vi,j 
1=1 

and the strategies are efficient. They are also stable and cooperative, i.e. effec-

tive. • 
EXAMPLE 4 Consider again two tourists (or group of tourists labeled I= 1, 2) 

and thre~ locations, without competition; problem studied in Example 1, 2. 

In order too minimize vacation costs (e.g. to get a discount) the tourists have 

agreed to act collectively and assumed the total vacation time to beT = H days. 

After revealing preferences they would find 

Bu = 0.43T, B12 = 0.361', B13 = 0.21T 

B21 = 0.21T, B22 = 0.36T, B23 = 0.43T 

According to the aggregation of preferences principle (31) they get 

B1 = 0.32T, B2 = 0.36T, B3 = 0.32T 
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The optimum individual strategies (38) become 

xu = 6 days, 

£21 = 3 days, 

x12 = 5 days, 

x22 == 5 days, 

Xta = 3 days 

X23 = 6 days. 

The efficient strategy of collective reservation (35) becomes 

x1 = 9 days, x2 = 10 days, :i:a = 9 days. 
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6. Applications - Negotiations & Decision Sup

port 

An important sphere of applications of the methodology proposed deals with 

allocation of labour and capital resources. In many fields, such as Government 

expenditures for education, health, R & D systems etc, the market mechanisms 

do not work satisfactorily and decisions regarding allocation of budget among 

different activities (conducted by universities, hospitals, research institutes etc.) 

are left to the bureaucracy. Such a practice is generally opposed by the scientific 

community and often, before the final decision regarding allocation of budget 

is taken, the programs of activities are formulated in 'the form of proposals, 

followed by reviewing and negotiation processes. To facilitate the negotiation 

and decision processes the computerized support systems can be used. 

As a concrete example consider the allocation of research funds. The model 

consists of l research sponsors Sv, v = 1, ... , l, which offer the grants to finance 

activities, proposed by n research organizations 0;, i = 1, . . . , n. The organi

zations have T; labour resources (number of researchers x 1 year) each. The 

capital "capacities" of sponsors are Cv = Kv / c, where Kv - capital, c- cost of 

one researcher/year. 

Each organization proposes a strategy x; ~ (x; 1 , ••• , x;n), Vi, concerned 

with allocation o~ labour l"esources (T;) among m projects { Pj }1 contracted 

with Sv, in such a way that the utility U;(x;) is maximum, subject to the 

constraint Lj Xij ~ T;. The 0; representatives, negotiating contracts with Sv, 

are concerned, first of all, with the attractiveness ( aj) and time productivities 

(bj ). They take into account also the future prices (Pi) of outcomes and the 

expected financial support of { Pj} by sponsors, expressed by Cj = Kj /I\ v, 

j = 1, ... , m coefficients. As a result the utility of 0; according to (20) becomes 
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i = 1, . . . ,n {40) 

where Bj = ajp;b;c;, j = 1, ... , m. 

The optimum strategy for 0;: 

Vi,j, 

can be implemented when the sponsor supplies the necessary capital Kv, Le. 

when he signs a contract with 0; financing the program { Pj }1'. 
However, the sponsor may have a different view than 0; regarding the pre

ferences (in terms of ai, Cj coefficients) of { Pj}. For example he may prefer 

the applied to theoretical projects , contrary to what 0; prefers. He may look 

at 0; as qualified labour resources and if there is a competition (for the same 

stock of resources the other sponsors compete) his utility Vv(zv) according to 

(20) becomes 

v= 1, ... ,1, ( 41) 

Uj, Cj. 

The optimum sponsor strategy, according to (22), 

' Ajl_,. A "A Zvj=A\v, =L..J j, 

j 

Vj (42) 

can be regarded as the capital offered (supplied) by Sv to { P;}. When it is not 

less the demand for capital u; X;j, V j, claimed by 0;, i .e. Zvj ~ u; x;;, V j, where 

B· 
' J T. 
Xij =B ;, Vj ( 43) 

the sponsor is ready to sign the contract. 

In the opposite case the projects can be rejected or negotiated. The negotia

tions can, in particular, result in "rapprochement of points of view" between 0; 
and Sv, i .e. bringing ii;, c; closer to aj, c;, Vj. It is also possible to formulate 

and include within the program { P;} new projects, which have greater values 

of A·/B· = a;c;u·. 
J J a;c; J 

The relations 

(44) 
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can be called the symmetric arbitration scheme. 

One can easily prove the following assertion. 

AssERTION 4 When I<11 /T; =A/Band Ai/Bi = Uj, Vj the arbitration scheme 

(44) exists and 

max U;(xi) 
x;EO; 

Observe that under arbitration scheme the product U;(x;)V11 (z 11 ) is maximum 

and x;, z11 represents, as well, the solution of N ash bargaining problem. 

Problems of N ash type are described e.g. in [8]. The problem discussed 

presently can be also regarded as composed of several bilateral bargaining games, 

taking place between 0;, S 11 ; Vi, 11. Each game is cooperative in the sense 

that prep lay messages (concerning { Pj} preferences) and discussions, as well 

as binding agreements between players are possible. The games are nonstrictly 

competitive so there is a "room" for negotiations. It is worthwhile to mention 

that N ash solution is unique under the assumptions of: 1. Invariance of play

ers' utilities to linear transformations, 2. Pareto optimality, 3. Independence of 

irrelevant alternatives (i.e. elimination of points, other then solution, from the 

bargaining set, which do not change the solution), 4. Symmetry. 

It should be also mentioned that the symmetric arbitration scheme ( 44) 

is not the only arbitration scheme possible. However, since it comprises the 

symmetric chances for both players ( 0;, Sv) and it utilizes efficiently all capital 

and labour resources it can be regarded as just and reasonable. The advantage 

of the methodology proposed, based on ( 42) ( 43) ( 44) and Assertion 4, is the 

explicit form of arbitration, negotiations and decisions formulae. 

As mentioned already, in order to implement the negotiation processes a ne

gotiation support system can be used. 

The main objectives of the negotiations & decision support system could be 

to: 

a) collect and exchange information ( ai, Cj, ai, Cj) between 0; and S 11 • 

b) mediate, i.e. propose arbitration scheme. 

c) recalculate strategies when the number of activities is changed. 
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It should be noted that the explicit form {36) of effective strategies is very 

useful but it can be applied for the case when all 0;, S11 organizations have 

a similar preference structure, i.e. when a;j = a;, c;j = c;; Vi, j. 

In the opposite case the problem becomes more complicated, but can be, 

in some cases, solved numerically. In particular, for the utility functions of the 

form {21): 

U;(x;) = L "Cij .. , c;j given numbers, Vi,j, 
j L.....v x,, 

the optimuih strategies x;, as shown in [6] can be derived numerically. 

It should be also noted that a simple version of the proposed decision sup

port system, has been already checked experimentally and applied to allocate 

research funds among different research teams at Systems Research Institute of 

Polish Academy of Sciences. It was described in [4]. 

There is also a number of other applications possible. They were described 

in details elsewhere (see [5, 6]) and are mentioned here only. 

1. Employment systems. The model deals with m employers, with given 

capacities, and n groups of employees (e.g. trade unions) who want to get 

access to jobs. 

2. Access to public services. The model deals with n regions and m pub

lic services (such as health, education, recreation, water supply, waste 

disposal etc.) financed by local regional budgets in proportion to pop

ulations. The problem is to find the best allocation of budgets among 

services, taking into account social preferences. 

3. Political systems. The model deals with n parties which compete in elec

tions at m regions. The number of candidates Xij nominated by i-th party 

at j-th region is limited. The objective of each party is to maximize the 

expected number of candidates elected, taking into account that social 

preferences of each region are given. Using the proposed methodology 

the stability of the cabinet, depending on parliament support, can be also 

studied. 

It should be noted that in all the applications described the negotiation 

& decision support systems are not supposed to replace or direct the managers 

or decision makers, but rather- to help them to reach a consensus, by facilitating 

an exchange or transformation of information, if necessary. 
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Modele dla wspomagania decyzji rozdzialu za

sob6w spolecznych 

Zaproponowano modele indywidualnych i zbiorowych dzialan zarzqdzajqcych. 

Model dla jednostek obejmuje dzialania produkcyjne i konsumpcyjne oraz 

oszcz~dnosci, powiqzane bilansami finansowymi i rozporzqdzalnymi zasobami 

czasowyrni. Jednostka przydziela czas na dzialania w taki spos6b,' aby jej 

uzyteczno8c byla najwi~ksza. Przy sformulowanych zalozeniach n:10zna okreslic 

jednoznaczne strategie optymalne indywidualne i zbiorowe biorqce pod uwag~ 

konkurencj~ innychjednostek lub organizacji . Sq one optymalne w sensie Pareto, 

sprawne i stabilne (czyli efektywne). 

Przedyskutowano mozliwe zastosowania zaproponowanych metod w syste

mach negocjacji i wspomagania decyzji. 
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MoAeJIH AJIH aBToMaTH3HpoBaHH.si npHH.sJ:TH.si peme

HH:R: no pacnpeAeJieHHIO o6w.ecTBeHHhiX pecypcoB 

Tipe.II.JIO:>KeHLI MO.II.eJIH HH.II.HBH.II.Y31ILHLIX H K01!1leKTHBHLIX ynpaBJieH'IeCKHX 

.a.eacTBHa. E.II.HHH'IHa.SI Mo.a.enL oxBaTLIBaeT npoH3BO.II.CTBeHHyro H noTpe6H

TenLcKyro .II.e.SITeJILHOCTL, CB.SI3aHHYIO cpHH3HCOBLIM H pacnop.SiraeMLIM 

pecypcHLIM 6anaHcaMH. E.II.HHHn;a onpe.a.en.SieT BpeM.SI Ha .a.eacTBHe TaKHM 

o6pa30M, 'IT06LI ee 9cpcpeKTHBHOCTL 6Lma HaH601JLWea. TipH CcpOpMY1IHpo

B3HHLIX npe.II.ITOCLI1IK3X MO:>KHO onpe.a.eJIHTL O.II.H03H3'1HLie OITTHMaJILHLie 

HH.II.HBH.II.Y31ILHLie · H KOJIJieKTHBHLie CTpaTerHH, 6epyw,He BO BHHM3HHe 

KOHKypeHD;HIO .a.pyrHX e.II.HHHD;, 1JH60 opraHH33D;Ha. 0HH .SIB1l.SIIOTC.SI OITTH

M31ILHLIMH B CMLICJie TiapeTO, .a.eacTBeHHLIMH H YCTOa'IHBLIMH (T.e. 9cpcpeK

THBHLIMH) 

PaccMoTpeHa B03MO:>KHOCTL npHMeHeHH.SI npe.a.naraeMLIX MeTO.II.OB B cHc

TeMax neperoBopOB H 3BTOM3TH3HpOB3HHoro npHH.SITH.SI peWeHHa. 




